Preparation and Physicochemical Characterization of a Metal Based Traditional Medicine: Suvarnarajvangeshwar by Modern Analytical Tools
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ABSTRACT
The medicines used in the Ayurveda are prepared by using parts of plants, animals, minerals and metals. The present study involves a medicine prepared by using tin and mercury metals. In Ayurveda, the metal tin is termed as vanga and mercury as parada. Suvarnarajvangeshwar is a rasa prepared by kupipakwa method, described in Indian traditional books. In the modern scientific literature tin and mercury are known for their toxicity. In Ayurveda, this medicine is widely used against urinary tract infections and other abnormalities since thousands of years. In the present study an efforts are made to study the medicine by using modern analytical instruments. The study involves physicochemical characterization of the medicine prepared in the laboratory and two samples collected from local manufacturers. These samples were subjected for the analysis by modern analytical methods such as Scanning electron microscope, Electron dispersive X ray scanning and X-ray diffraction along with simple analysis such as pH, electrical conductance and solubility. The study shows variation in the physicochemical properties for the samples taken for the study. Which shows urgent need for the standardization of the preparation methods and materials used for the preparation of medicines?
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INTRODUCTION
Ayurveda (science of life) is a traditional medicinal system of India, practiced since thousands of years. Ayurveda describes holistic approach in its traditional texts (vedas, samhitas) to treat the disease [1]. This holistic approach involves maintenance and restoration of many sided equilibrium of health through dietary regimen, procedures and medicines. The medicines used in Ayurveda are prepared from plants, animals, metals and minerals. The medicines prepared from plants are termed as Kasthoushadhies and medicines that involve metals or minerals are termed as Rasaooshadhis [2]. As reported in the ancient texts of Ayurveda such as atharvaveda, charaka samhita, medicines derived from plants’ herbs were used in earlier years. In these years, the metals in foil or powder form were used as medicines. Siddha Nagarjuna, the father of bhasma medicines developed methodologies for preparation of medicines derived from metals and minerals in 7th century AD. These methodologies were explained in Rasashastra involves extraction, purification of metals, minerals and conversion into digestible form known as bhasma (ash) [1,3]. The medicines derived from metals, minerals are termed as Siddha medicinal system at the southern part of India. These medicines are very effective and needs to be taken orally in very small quantities as a paste with honey, milk, ghee and butter. Several metals such as gold,
silver, copper, iron, zinc, tin, mercury etc. were used to prepare these medicines [4,5]. Physicochemical characterization of many metallic preparations such as iron [6,7], copper [8-10], zinc [3,11], gold [12], arsenic [13], many bhasmas [14] by classical and advanced analytical methods are reported. The bhasmas are also explored to study or verify medicinal properties [15-17] reported in Rasashastra books, antioxidant activity [10], antimicrobial activity [18], genotoxicity [19], blood compatibility [20], cell–particle interactions [21], lipid profile, kidney, liver functioning [22] etc. In the recent years, public interest in traditional health systems worldwide is increasing enormously [23]. Which in turn attracted many researchers regarding safety, efficacy and toxicity of these traditional medicinal systems across the world? The medicines available in market around the world have analyzed to study their clinical and toxicological aspect [24]. Some of the reports [25-27] have documented higher contents of toxic heavy metals such as lead, mercury, arsenic etc. in the medicines than regulatory standards and toxicities associated with it. These reports have forced researchers and practitioners working in the field of Ayurveda to think over the use of heavy metals and develop method for the standardization of the metals used in these medicines [28]. The several reports supporting Ayurvedic medicines and providing non toxicity of the metals [19,20,22,29,30] are available. The efforts are made for the standardization of heavy metal content in the medicines by the researchers of Ayurveda from industries [31], government agencies [32] and universities [4,33,34]. Indian government has also provided strict guidelines to control the heavy metal content in the ayurvedic medicine [35]. Most of the recent reports suggest that a single system of medicine will be obsolete in next two decades, so role of traditional health system has prime importance [28]. But the traditional health guidelines to control the heavy metal content for the standardization of drug. The standardized drugs of well-defined quality parameters are needed for reliable experimental studies, clinical trials and the therapeutic use [32].

The present work is an effort to highlight an urgent need of standardization of traditional medicines to meet global regulation of physicochemical parameters. In the present work, chemical evaluation of an ayurvedic medicine Suvarnarajvangeshwara is carried out by using traditional and advanced analytical parameters. Suvarnarajvangeshwara is kupipakwa rasayana used against urinary tract infections and other abnormalities. Earlier, it was explored for the in vitro anti-oxidant activity. This potent medicine was less evaluated for other studies [36]. The traditional medicines are used worldwide due to their efficacy and less toxicity, since thousands of years. But modern health systems require evidences for its efficacy and less toxicity by modern methods. Standardization of drug in Ayurveda means confirmation of its identity, quality and purity throughout all phases. It is a big challenge because no clear cut standardization procedures are available so far [31]. An ayurvedic medicine studied in the present work Suvarnarajva,ngeshwara is a metallic preparation of vanga and parada (tin and mercury). The analysis involves the study of regular physicochemical characterization such as pH measurement, electrical conductance and solubility of a metal compound as well as modern analytical tools such as SEM, EDAX and XRD. The study is an effort to bridge the gap between traditional medicinal system and modern scientific methods. The physicochemical characterization of such traditional medicines by modern analytical tools will be helpful to reveal the truth about the efficacy and low toxicity of these medicines.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

In the present study material used is Suvarnarajvangeshwara. It can be prepared by different methods available in traditional texts. These methods are well established and practiced since thousands of years. In the present work the method used in ancient book Rasamrut [37] is used. The material obtained by this method is labeled as sample 1. The sample 2 and sample 3 were collected from local market.

The work is divided in two parts a) Preparation of Suvarnarajvangeshwara and b) Physicochemical characterization of the Suvarnarajvangeshwara samples 1, 2 and 3.

Preparation of Suvarnarajvangeshwara

One part (2 g) of pure Vanga was taken in an iron ladle and heated on burner. After melting vanga, half part (1 g) of purified parada was added and mixture was immediately transferred in a khālava (mortar) and grinded it well tills it turns into fine powder form. Then little quantity (50 to 100 mg) of Saindhava Lavana (salt) was added and triturated it with nimbu (Citrus Juice). The mixture was washed with water a black colour appeared in washed out water. The washing with fresh water continued till blackness ceases to appear. The mixture was dried and adds equal quantities (1 g) of Navasadar (ammonium chloride) and Gandhaka (sulphur) that of mercury. The mixture grinded well till it becomes fine smooth powder. This fine powder was filled up to half in Kacakupi (Glass bottle covered with cloth dipped in moist fine slurry of mulani soil). The bottle was kept in a Valuka Yantra (sand bath) and heated in a furnace for twelve hours carefully. After that, the bottle was removed carefully along with Valuka Yantra from the furnace. Then it was allowed to cool to room temperature on earthen pot, after cooling Kacakupi was taken out from Valuka Yantra. The Kacakupi was cleaned and broken carefully at the middle. The lower part of the bottle contains golden mosaic coloured swarnavanga.

Physicochemical characterization of the Suvarnarajvangeshwara samples 1, 2 and 3

Three samples of Suvarnarajvangeshwara were taken for physicochemical evaluation. Sample 1 is Suvarnarajvangeshwara prepared in laboratory, Sample 2 and 3 were collected from local market prepared by reputed manufacturers.

pH and electrical conductance measurement

Sample 1, 2 and 3 were subjected for pH and Electrical Conductance measurement by using Equiptronics pH meter and Electrical Conductivity meter. The 1.00 g of Suvarnarajvangeshwara sample was stirred with 50 mL water in 250 mL beaker for 30 minutes and then filtered through Whatman no.1 filter paper. The filtrate obtained was subjected for pH and electrical conductance measurements.

Field emission gun

Scanning Electron Microscopic (FEG-SEM) imaging: The images of the Suvarnarajvangeshwara samples were taken at Sophisticated
Analytical Instrument Facility Center at Indian Institute of Technology, Powai, Mumbai, India (SAIF-IIT, Bombay) with the JEOL JSM–7600F model with 1.5 nm SEI resolution at 1kv in GB mode. It is applied with 0.1 to 30 kv accelerating voltage and 1 pA to 200 nA probe current.

Elemental analysis with energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDAX)

Quantitative determination of bulk elemental composition in the Suvarnarajvangeshwar samples were carried out at Sophisticated Analytical Instrument Facility Center at Indian Institute of Technology, Powai, Mumbai, India (SAIF-IIT, Bombay) by EDAX (EDAX Inc., Mahwah, NJ, USA) which was attached with SEM.

Crystalline phase identification with X-ray diffraction (XRD)

The different crystalline phases present in the Suvarnarajvangeshwar samples were studied by using an X’Pert Pro (Phillips) X-ray powder diffractometer. Suvarnarajvangeshwar samples were studied by placing a thin layer of powder in conventional cavity mounts. The samples were scanned from (10–90) 2h. The Cu anode X-ray was operated at 40 kV and 30 mA to give monochromatic Cu Ka X-rays (k=1.54056 Å). To calculate mean crystallite size of Suvarnarajvangeshwar samples from its XRD graph Debye–Scherrer formula was used.

\[
D_{hkl} = (k \lambda) / (\beta D \times \cos \theta_B)
\]

Where, \(D_{hkl}\) is mean effective size of crystal; \(k=0.9\) (constant); \(\lambda\) is X-ray wavelength; \(\beta_D\) is full width half maxima (FWHM) of peak, \(\theta_B\) is Bragg scattering angle. The mean crystallite size was calculated after averaging the crystal size value from seven most intense reflection peaks of the XRD graph [38].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1. pH and Electrical Conductance: There is variation in the pH and electrical conductance values of the samples as shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>pH</th>
<th>Electrical conductance (in mmho)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sample 1</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 2</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>1.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 3</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>3.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Field Emission Gun-Scanning Electron Microscopic (FEG-SEM) imaging: The SEM images of sample 1, 2 and 3 shows variation in size and agglomeration Figure 1.

3. Elemental analysis with energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDAX): The EDAX analysis of Suvarnarajvangeshwar samples shows variation in composition as well as atomic percentage of elements. Sample 1 shows presence of C, S, Cu, Zn, Sn elements, where S with highest (51.50%) followed by Sn (25.23%). Sample 2 contents C, S, Sn, Hg elements, where S with highest (38.59%) followed by Hg (31.37%). Sample 3 contains C, S, Cu, Zn, Sn elements, where S with highest (50.29%) followed by Sn (26.57%) (Table 2).

4. Crystalline phase identification with X-ray diffraction (XRD): XRD technique was used to identify presence of the crystalline phases in the sample. XRD pattern of Suvarnarajvangeshwar samples are shown in Figure 2, sample 1 as Figure 2a, sample 2 as Figure 2b and sample 3 as Figure 2c.

While analyzing XRD pattern, it is observed that there are slight differences between the relative intensities and width of the reflexes, which indicates differences of crystallite size. The sharp peaks represents that all the samples are crystalline in nature. The XRD study also shows the presence of tin sulphide and mercury sulphide crystals in the samples. The size of crystallite was
evaluated by measuring the FWHM of the most intense peak. Using the Debye Scherrer’s formula the mean crystalline size of the samples was calculated as for sample 1-49.06 nm, sample 2-54.26 nm and sample 3-52.14 nm.

**CONCLUSION**

The metal based *ayurvedic* medicines are complex material to analyze. The physicochemical characterization by SEM, EDAX, XRD etc. can give typical fingerprint of such medicines. Thus, modern analytical tools are helpful to analyze and useful to standardize complex herbo–mineral medicines. These characterizations can explain difference and similarity among the samples and therefore useful tool for quality control of *ayurvedic* medicines.
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